“There’s an alien in your book” by Tom Fletcher
Oh no! A spaceship has crash-landed in your book!
What a lot of smoke! I think there’s something there… Blow the smoke
away and turn the page
AAAAARGH! It’s an ALIEN! Look at that big round head…yuck! And those
wibbly-wobbly antennae…double yuck! And all those slimy suckers…yuck
yuck yuck! Make your scariest face and shout… go away, alien!
Oh no! It’s crying… perhaps we shouldn’t have been so mean. Pat the
aliens head to make it feel better
That’s better- look, it’s smiling! (I don’t know what it’s saying though do
you?) Zaa-zee-zoo! No we need to help Alien get back up into space. But…
It’s spaceship is broken! We’ll have to find another way. Jiggle the book up
and down that might bounce it back into space…
Wow! You bounced Alien high, but not high enough. Try turning the book
upside down…Good – now turn the page. Maybe this will get Alien back up
into space!
Look! Alien is standing on its head- but it’s not in space! Try lifting the book
high up in the air and turn the page…
Uh-oh! Alien’s very high up, but it’s STILL not in space – and it looks a little
scared… RIP!
Phew! Alien’s safe back on the ground. But aliens don’t belong on Earth –
they’re much too different. Earth is for people…and pugs… frogs and bugs,
fish and snails, bees and whales! Close your eyes and IMAGINE these
creatures to show Alien why it doesn’t belong here.
Hang on – all those things look pretty different too! Alien, you’ve got
boggly eyeballs, wibbly-wobbly antennae and skin sloppier than a slug
but… we’re all weird and wonderful….
So you’re welcome to stay here on Planet Earth! Now, if Alien is going to
stay, I think it needs a home in this book. Use your finger to draw a house
shape here then close your eyes, say zaa-zee-zoo, and turn the page…
That looks like the perfect home! Hmm- I think Alien needs a friend to play
with. Shout…come and be friends with Alien! As loudly as you can.

Loud noise - tambourine
Bubbles
Blow
Big ball
Jelly
Slime
Water spray
Toy alien/ big ball

Bounce on ball/ trampette/ peanut roll

Balloon to hit up high
Rip big piece of paper
Soil
Toy bugs, fish etc.

Googly eyes
Jelly
Slime
Template house to trace finger over, piece of paper to draw house shape onto

Microphone

Well done! It worked! You called a friendly little monster. I think he’ll make
a great friend for Alien – don’t you? And monster has a surprise for Alien
He’s fixed the spaceship! Now the are ready for an…ADVENTURE! Press the
button on the spaceship and count down 5,4,3,2,1 LIFT OFF! Wave
goodbye to Alien and Monster and say….zaa-zee-zoo!

Toy monster/teddy
Mac button
Carboard box for spaceship

